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On July 13, 2009, Governor Quinn signed House Bill 255 (Public Act 96-0034) which
required the Office of the Secretary of State to “complete a feasibility study for the
implementation and enforcement of a graduated registration fee based on the manufactured
suggested retail price of motor vehicles of the first division and second division vehicles
weighing 8,000 pounds or less.” The legislation further stated that “this study shall include but
not be limited to the costs associated with design and maintenance of all systems and database
applications required; suggested fee structures to create a revenue neutral graduated registration
fee system; and consideration of annual depreciation of vehicles, reflective of fair market value.”
All findings from the Secretary of State are to be delivered to the Senate President, Speaker of
the House of Representatives, Minority Leader of the Senate and the Minority Leader of the
House of Representatives no later than January 31, 2010.

Brief History of Vehicle Registration Fees in Illinois
As a part of this report, it may be beneficial to the members of the General Assembly to
have a brief history of the vehicle registration fee structure.
Illinois approved its first motor vehicle law on May 13, 1903 to regulate speed
enforcement. Vehicle registrations were not required until the passage of the Motor Vehicle Act
in 1907 which assigned responsibilities for registration to the Secretary of State. The full intent
of the Act was not for revenue enhancement purposes but rather a means of keeping a record of
the motor vehicles in the state. An underlying purpose of the Act was to establish and ensure a
minimum competence and skill on the part of the driver.
In 1907, Illinois amended the Motor Vehicle Act and set the precedent for the first
registration of motor vehicles. A one-time fee of $2.00 was assessed to approximately 22,300
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vehicles. Within two years, vehicle registration fees became a revenue enhancement for the state
when the law changed to require owners to pay a registration fee annually on their vehicles.
In the last 100 years, vehicle registration fees have undergone a variety of modifications.
The General Assembly introduced a graduated registration system in 1909 to determine the
annual registration rate. Vehicles were divided into four categories and registration fees were
determined by the engine horsepower. The less horsepower a motor vehicle had, the lower the
annual registration fee. The four categories were:
(1) less than 25 horsepower;
(2) 26-35 horsepower;
(3) 36-50 horsepower; and
(4) more than 50 horsepower.
From 1909 to 1985 fees increased and categories were modified. The table below gives
you a brief outline of how the registration fees have changed over those years.

1911
1-25 horsepower
26-35 horsepower
36-50 horsepower
51+ horsepower

$4.00
$6.00
$8.00
$10.00

1918
$4.506.00*
$9.00
$16.00
$20.00

1920
$6.008.00*
$12.00
$20.00
$25.00

1955

1965

1967

1975

$6.50
$10.50
$17.00
$22.00

$7.00
$11.00
$17.50
$22.50

$8.00
$12.00
$18.00
$24.00

n/a**
$18.00
$30.00
n/a**

*From 1918-1920 another category was established for 1-10 horsepower vehicles. The lower
cost reflects the registration fee for this additional category.
**In 1975, the graduated system changed to reflect only 2 categories of first division vehicles,
those with 35 horsepower or less and those over 35 horsepower.

In 1986, Illinois moved away from the two-tiered system based on horsepower and
introduced a flat fee of $48 for registration renewals of all first division (passenger cars) and
second division (pick up trucks weighing less than 8,000 lbs.) vehicles. The $48 fee did not
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change for 15 years until the implementation of the Illinois First program in 2001. At that time,
vehicle registration fees increased to $78 for all first and second division vehicles.
In the last two years, Illinois has seen two increases. The first, for $1, generated revenue
for the purchase of new patrol vehicles for Illinois State Police officers. In 2009, a $20 increase
was enacted with monies to be deposited into the Capitol Projects Fund for infrastructure support
for the state.

Gathering Information About Graduated Fees
The Illinois Secretary of State’s office surveyed the 49 remaining states to determine how
costs for annual vehicle registrations renewals are calculated. This information was difficult to
gather because the definition of vehicle registration varies from state to state. In an effort to
make their registration seem lower, some states define their registration renewals as a simple
annual fee. They will not include the added user fees or taxes which may be assessed annually
on a vehicle owner within the standard definition. In an effort to get the best overall
understanding of the vehicle fees assessed annually on owners, the following questions were
asked of the states when conducting our survey:

(1) What does your state charge for the annual renewal of passenger and truck license
plates? Is there a graduated fee structure based on specific criteria?
(2) Does your state’s vehicle registration renewal reflect any additional annual charges
(i.e., wheel tax, clean air tax or other use tax) in addition to the registration renewal?
(3) Does your state collect an annual personal property tax or ad valorem tax on a
vehicle in addition to the costs of a vehicle registration renewal?

The information received from the surveys provided a wide range of approaches when it
comes to vehicle registration renewals. While a few states offer a simple (flat rate) fee structure
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similar to Illinois’ approach, many of the states use a complex (graduated) fee structure based on
various factors such as vehicle weight, vehicle age or vehicle value. In some cases, registration
renewal calculations are a combination of more than one of these three factors.

Simple (Flat Rate) Vehicle Registration States
There are six states, including Illinois, which offer a simple, flat rate, registration cost
with no additional user fees. They are:

Delaware

$40/one year

Illinois

$99/one year

Oregon

$89/two years

Pennsylvania $36/one year
Vermont

$65/one year

Wisconsin

$75/one year

There are fifteen (15) additional states that offer the simple, flat rate, registration fee;
however, owners are annually assessed some type of personal property or ad valorem tax on their
personal vehicle which may require them to pay anywhere from $50 to several hundred dollars
annually. Additional facts and discussion on the states that utilize the personal property taxes
and/or ad valorem taxes will be found later in this report.
Provided below are the fifteen states that offer a simple, flat rate, registration along with a
personal property or ad valorem tax. Except where indicated, the registration is for a one year
period. The annual assessment reflected below is for the vehicle registration only and does not
include any additional fees or taxes imposed by the state.
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Alabama

$33 passenger vehicles/$13 trucks

Alaska

$100 all vehicles for two year registration period

California

$31 all vehicles

Connecticut

$75 all vehicles

Florida

$44 all vehicles

Georgia

$20 all vehicles

Hawaii

$25 all vehicles

Kansas

$28 passenger vehicles/$38 trucks

Kentucky

$21 all vehicles

Maine

$35 all vehicles

Massachusetts

$41 all vehicles

Nebraska

$15 passenger vehicles/$18 trucks

Nevada

$33 all vehicles

Tennessee

$21.50 all vehicles

Utah

$46.50 all vehicles

In addition to the personal property/ad valorem tax, some of these states may also charge
additional usage fees. Among the most popular usage fees are wheel taxes used to help with
road maintenance or emissions fees in areas where owners are required to undergo vehicle
emissions testing.

Complex (Graduated) Vehicle Registration States
The remaining states all calculate their vehicle registrations based on a variety of
complex calculations. Based on the research, there does not appear to be a particular calculation
method that is more popular than others. This list indicates what criteria (some more than one)
are used to calculate their motor vehicle registration renewals.

While the states on this list have
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a graduated registration renewal, some of them may also require the annual personal property/ad
valorem tax on the vehicle in addition to their vehicle registration.

Arizona-based on weight, age and value
Arkansas-based on weight
Colorado-based on weight and age
Idaho-based on age
Indiana-based on age and value
Iowa-based on age, value and list price
Louisiana-based on value
Maryland-based on age
Michigan-based on weight and age
Minnesota-based on value
Mississippi-based on weight and age
Missouri-based on horsepower
Montana-based on age
New Hampshire-based on age
New Jersey-based on weight and age
New Mexico-based on weight and age
New Jersey-based on weight and age
New Mexico-based on weight and age
New York-based on weight
North Carolina-based on weight
North Dakota-based on weight and age
Ohio-based on weight
Oklahoma-based on weight
Rhode Island-based on weight
South Carolina-based on age and value
South Dakota-based on weight and age
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Texas-based on age
Washington-based on weight
Wyoming-based on weight, age and value

Personal Property Tax/Ad Valorem Tax
Unlike Illinois, many states statutorily mandate a personal property/ad valorem tax be
assessed and paid annually on a driver’s personal motor vehicle.
In states where a property tax/ad valorem tax is assessed, the tax is always based on the
value; however, value may have differing definitions from state to state. The mathematical
equations used to determine the tax also vary from state to state. Some states use a simple
percentage depreciation (i.e., 10 percent per annum) while others use a very complex calculation
with monies going to many different funds.
Many states that assess a personal property tax, collect the revenue generated from the
tax and also from the vehicle registrations at a local government office, most often the county
treasurer’s office, because much of the tax collected supports local government efforts. In these
states, it was not uncommon for the taxing rate on the vehicles to vary from county to county or
even from municipality to municipality within the same county.

Graduated Fees Based on Age, Weight and/or Price
More than one third of the states have developed a graduated methodology for vehicle
registration renewals based on vehicle age, weight, retail/purchase price or a combination of the
three.
Fees Based on Vehicle Age. In studying the three criteria used to establish a graduated
vehicle registration fee in other states, vehicle age is the one category that the Illinois Secretary
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of State currently captures during the application process. Listed below are some examples of
the age classifications other states use as criteria to determine registration fees.
As can be seen, each state has its own age ranges which are used to determine registration
renewal fees and there is no set standard.

Colorado

1-7 years
7-10 years
10+ years

Idaho

1-2 years
3-6 years
7+ years

New Mexico 1-5 years
5+ years
Oklahoma

1-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-16 years
17+ years

To help the members of the General Assembly compare these standards to the population
of vehicles currently registered in Illinois, a breakdown of the 9.7 million first and second
division vehicles by age is as follows:

Model years 2006 thru 2010
Model years 2001 thru 2005
Model years 1996 thru 2000
Model years 1995 and older

2,353,634
3,329,200
2,448,978
1,604,259
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Examples of revenue neutral fee structures can be found on Exhibit A.
Fees Based on Weight. The Secretary of State’s office has never been required and has
never made efforts to obtain gross weight information about first and second class motor vehicles
for the purposes of titling and registration. The Illinois Vehicle Code does draw a distinction
between trucks weighing more or less than 8,000 pounds, with those in the latter category
classified as second division vehicles and falling under the jurisdiction of this report.
From the research obtained by the Secretary of State’s Office, here are some examples of
how some states use weight classifications for determining vehicle registration fees.

Arkansas

Passenger Vehicles weighing less than 3,000 lbs.
Passenger Vehicles weighing 3,001 to 4,500 lbs.
Passenger Vehicles weighting 4,501 lbs and over
Pick Up trucks and Vans in a separate category not based on weight

New York

All Vehicles 1-1,650 lbs.
All Vehicles 1,651-1,750 lbs.
All Vehicles 1,751-1850 lbs.
Classifications continue at 1,000 lb. intervals through 6,950 lbs.
All Vehicles 6,951+ lbs.

North Carolina

All Vehicles less than 4,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 4,001-5,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 5,001-6,000 lbs.

Rhode Island

All Vehicles less than 4,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 4,001 – 5,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 5,001 – 6,000 lbs.
Weight classes increase in 1,000 lb. increments thru 10,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 10,001-12,000 lbs.
Weight classes increase in 2,000 lb. increments thru 42,000 lbs.
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Washington

All Vehicles 1-4,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 4,001-6,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 6,001-8,000 lbs.
All Vehicles 8,000+ lbs.

Fees Based on Price/Value: From the information gathered by the Secretary of State’s
office, there are only two states (Louisiana and Minnesota) that use price/value as the sole
criteria for determining a vehicle registration renewal fee. Because these fees are collected and
assessed at the county level, it is impossible to include all the county assessment calculations in
this report.
As reported previously, there are several states that factor in the value/price of the vehicle
and use it in conjunction with a vehicle’s age or weight to determine registration rates.

Secretary Of State’s Vehicle Transaction Process
In considering changes to the motor vehicle registration renewal process in Illinois, it is
important that the members of the General Assembly understand the Secretary of State’s
transaction process by which a certificate of title and initial vehicle registration renewal are
produced.
When purchasing a vehicle in the state of Illinois, an individual or dealer must provide an
Application for Vehicle Transaction to the Secretary of State’s Office. In addition, an Illinois
Department of Revenue RUT 50 Private Party Vehicle Tax Transaction or a RUT 25 Use Tax
Transaction Return form must accompany the application. Payment to the Secretary of State for
the title and initial vehicle registration and payment to the Illinois Department of Revenue for
sales tax are also required at the time of the initial title and vehicle registration. A sample copy
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of the Application for Vehicle Transaction is attached to this report and labeled as Exhibit B.
Copies of the Illinois Department of Revenue’s RUT 50 and RUT 25 forms are also attached and
labeled as Exhibits C and D. Because the forms are for differing outcomes, the information
collected on the forms will vary. In particular, the Secretary of State’s form does not collect data
concerning the purchase price or sales tax paid by the owner.
The information collected by the Secretary of State on the application and the certificate
of title is defined in statute. The Illinois Vehicle Code (625 ILCS 5/3-104) requires the
application contain the following information:

(1) Name, Illinois residence and mail address of the owner;
(2) Description of the vehicle including, so far as the following data exists: the make,
year-model, identifying number, type of body, whether new or used…;
(3) The date of purchase by the applicant and…the name and address of the person from
whom the vehicle was acquired and the names and addresses of any lien holders…;
(4) The current odometer reading at the time of transfer…; and
(5) Any further information the Secretary of State reasonably requires to identify the
vehicle….

According to 625 ILCS 5/3-107 the certificate of title issued by the Secretary of State is
required to contain much of the same information as the application with the following additions:
(1) the date the title was issued and (2) the title number assigned to the vehicle. Based on this
statutorily defined information, the Secretary of State issues a certificate of title for each vehicle
and an annual registration. A sample Certificate of Title and vehicle registration are attached to
this report and labeled as Exhibits E and F respectively.
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Illinois statute does not require the value or purchase price of the vehicle be captured or
retained in the application for title or certificate of title process

Factors to Be Considered When Moving Illinois from a Flat Registration Fee to a
Graduated Registration Fee
Retail Price vs. Purchase Price. The Illinois Secretary of State’s office processes
approximately 9.7 million first and second division vehicle registration renewals annually based
on a flat rate of $99 annually. The office uses a variety of methods for payment including on-line
renewal, mail-in renewal and in-person renewal at one of our 137 facilities.
Moving from a flat registration renewal to a graduated renewal, regardless of whether it
is based on the weight, age or price of the vehicle, would be a monumental undertaking costing
millions of dollars to the State of Illinois and would take several years to implement because the
information is not currently collected by the Illinois Secretary of State’s Office and the vehicle
registration renewal assessment process would have to be recalibrated with massive computer
programming changes that would have to take place.
Should the General Assembly decide to move in this direction, many additional factors
must be determined, not the least of which will be the legal definition of the “price” or “value” of
the vehicle to be registered. The information gathered from other states differs as to whether the
Manufacture Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) or the purchase price is used.
As it suggests, the MSRP is what the manufacturer tells the dealership or seller to ask for
the vehicle. This price may not be what the owner ultimately pays for the vehicle. The MSRP
may be a significantly higher number so the calculation for the registration will be determined
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from that higher rate which, in turn, will increase the registration rate charged to the vehicle
owners.
If the registration rate is based on the purchase price of the vehicle, certain factors may
occur during the purchasing phase that could allow for two individuals to have the same make
and model vehicle but pay different registration costs depending on the deal they received at the
time of purchase. As an example, Individuals A and B both want to purchase identical 2010
Ford Taurus vehicles with a MSRP of $25,170. Individual A purchases her car during a rebate
period and gets a $3,000 credit and also trades in her Chrysler for $2,375. Assuming the dealer
doesn’t offer a lower sticker price, she will now be paying approximately $19,795 for her new
car. Individual B comes in during a different time of the year so he does not get a rebate and he
doesn’t have a car to trade but he does get the dealer to lower the sticker price by $1,500 to
$23,670. They have both purchased the same car but paid a $3,875 difference. If the
registration rate is based on the purchase price of the vehicle, Individual B will be paying
significantly more per year for his vehicle registration than Individual A.
In addition to the purchase of new vehicles, the purchase of previously owned vehicles
must also be considered. The MSRP often does not take into account the condition of a vehicle
at the time of sale. Used vehicles may be in varying degrees of condition which will almost
always be reflected in the purchase price. Using a MSRP value on a used vehicle to determine
registration fees may unfairly punish an individual that wants to purchase a high end previouslyowned vehicle in poor condition. Based on the MSRP, the new owner may pay a higher rate
because it is a high-end vehicle. However, the opposite can be said if the registration rate is
based on the purchase price because this same owner may pay an extremely low price for a highend vehicle in excellent condition at a foreclosure sale or auction. If the registration rate is based
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on purchase price, the new owner may pay a much lower registration fee because of the method
by which he purchased the vehicle.
One more factor to be considered when basing the registration fee on the retail or
purchase price of a vehicle, are those transactions where the vehicle is transferred from one
individual to another such as through the probate of an estate or the gifting of an automobile. In
this case, there is no purchase price assessed because no money exchanged hands. If using the
purchase price as the criteria for setting vehicle registration renewal rates, how is the registration
fee determined if there is no monetary transaction?
Depreciation Rates. The second important factor to be considered and determined by the
General Assembly will be the mathematical calculation used to assess the depreciation for these
9.7 million vehicles as they age and devalue in price. For every state that uses the price/value
graduated rate, there is a different mathematical calculation used to set the depreciation scale to
determine the registration rates. Some states use a simple depreciative percentage based on the
value/price while other states use very complicated calculations based on how the money is
spread out to different state funds. How long will the depreciation rate remain in place on the
vehicle? Will the vehicle reach a certain age where the rate never changes?
What To Do With Those Vehicles Already in the Secretary of State System. If the retail
price or purchase price is used to determine the new vehicle registration renewal rate, the
General Assembly will need to decide how the registration fees for the 9.7 million first and
second division vehicles already registered in the state would be adjusted.
This report has already indicated that the Secretary of State’s database does not currently
contain this information. It would be physically impossible for the Secretary of State’s office to
check the purchase history on every vehicle already titled and registered to determine their
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value/price. Neither, can it be expected to place the onus on the vehicle owner to have to provide
proof to the Secretary of State’s office of the value/price of the vehicle. Knowing that the
vehicle owner is going to see an increase in his or her registration fee based on the information
provided the Secretary of State, it would be impossible to expect 100% vehicle owner
compliance and requiring the information from the owner in order to renew could open the
program up for document fraud as some owners may attempt to provide documents showing a
lesser value for their vehicle in an effort to keep their registration renewal at a lower rate.
The General Assembly may decide that those vehicles already in the Secretary of State
system be grandfathered in at the flat rate until their status changes. Then, at the time of a
change (i.e., selling of the vehicle), they would migrate to the new graduated system. The fiscal
ramifications of this type of proposal would require the Secretary of State to maintain duel
registration systems. There are over 20 million titles and 9.7 million registrations currently on
the Secretary of State’s database that would be affected by this change. It would be impossible
for the office to predict how soon each of the vehicles would be sold or their status would change
in a way that they could be migrated to a new graduated registration system, thus requiring the
Secretary of State’s office to maintain the dual system for possibly decades into the future.

Fiscal Impact to the Secretary of State
The Secretary of State’s Office cannot make any estimates on the costs involved in
moving from a flat to a graduated rate without knowing the criteria that will determine the new
rate. Changing the current standard to reflect vehicle registration rates based on either age,
weight, price or a combination will significantly impact the operation of the office. The
Secretary of State’s Office will have one of two options available to it: (1) build an entirely new
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system to make the necessary changes to adjust for a graduated plan of registration or (2) build a
new system AND maintain the dual system for the 9.7 million vehicles already registered in the
State of Illinois until they are resold and can migrate to the new system. Either scenario will cost
the State of Illinois millions of dollars and take years to implement. The Department of Revenue
currently utilizes a pay per use program that estimates the value of a vehicle. The accuracy of
this program is debatable and has been known to create discrepancies regarding the value of
vehicles.

Revenue Generated to Illinois from A Graduated Registration System
The General Assembly requested information about the fiscal impact this legislation
might have on the State of Illinois. This fiscal impact is impossible to determine until an actual
method is proposed. Price, whether it is MSRP or purchase, is not captured by the Secretary of
State so it would be impossible to make suppositions about the revenue that might be generated
by moving to a graduated system. The same can be said for a system based on the weight of the
motor vehicle.
Even using the criteria of age of the vehicle, the Secretary of State’s Office cannot make
projections about the revenue that might be generated without a more clear idea of what
depreciated scale the General Assembly would propose.

Conclusion
Through the passage of HB 255 (PA 96-0034), the members of the General Assembly
have expressed an interest in the motor vehicle registration process and the revenue it generates
annually to the Road Fund.
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The Secretary of State’s Office will not presume to make a recommendation as to
whether the State of Illinois should move to a complex, graduated vehicle registration plan or
maintain the current program that generates almost $2 billion to the Road Fund annually. That is
a determination best left to the members of the General Assembly.
The Secretary of State’s Office hopes that the information contained in this report
provides the members of the General Assembly with a better understanding of what other
jurisdictions are currently using to assess their vehicle registration fees and the impact, both
fiscal and physical, that it will have on the operation of the Secretary of State’s Office if the
system is changed from the current flat plan.

EXHIBITS
A. Sample Title Application Form
B. Sample RUT 50
C. Sample RUT 25
D. Sample Secretary of State Certificate of Title
E. Sample Secretary of State Vehicle Registration
F. Registration Fee Synopsis of 50 States
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